
STOREDGE FMS  
ONLINE MOVE-INS
 
Drive more rentals with the new and enhanced flexibility within the 
industry’s most sophisticated online move-in solution, Rental Center™

Empower prospective tenants to move in online from anywhere via 
an email or text with a direct URL to your online move-in experience, 
regardless of how their initial reservation was made

storEDGE + SpareFoot 
Contactless Move-In Capabilities

At Storable, we believe that providing contactless move-ins to your tenants is not only 
safer and more convenient, it also unlocks new efficiency benefits for your operation. 
With new ways for managers to initiate online move-ins from storEDGE, and deeply 
integrated online move-in capabilities built into SpareFoot, you have more ways than 
ever to provide this critical service to your prospective tenants. These capabilities are 
exclusively available as part of the Storable platform, which delivers a fully integrated 
experience across our products. The result: a better experience for you and your tenants.

SPAREFOOT  
ONLINE MOVE-INS
 
Deliver an enhanced storage shopper experience by offering online 
move-ins through SpareFoot that directly flow into your storEDGE 
software

Convert more leads to move-ins by taking SpareFoot reservations into 
your online move-in flow via a direct link to Rental Center™, right on 
the SpareFoot reservation confirmation page
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SPAREFOOT  
CONTACTLESS BADGING
 
Activate the new contactless move-in badge on your SpareFoot listing 
to let the public know that your facility prioritizes their safety and 
convenience

Attract more leads by showing that your facility meets the needs of 
customers who are seeking a contactless experience

Austin, TX 
884. 249. 5248

Kansas City, KS 
913 . 384 . 5700

Raleigh, NC 
919 . 865 . 0789

York, PA 
888 . 545 . 7627

To learn more about how Storable’s Contactless Move-In capabilities can help you grow occupancy and reduce operational burden on 
your management staff, connect with the Storable team today! 


